Information theory to tachycardia therapy: electrogram entropy predicts diastolic microstructure of reentrant ventricular tachycardia.
There is no known strategy to differentiate which multicomponent electrograms in sinus rhythm maintain reentrant ventricular tachycardia (VT). Low entropy in the voltage breakdown of a multicomponent electrogram can localize conditions suitable for reentry but has not been validated against the classic VT activation mapping. We examined whether low entropy in a late and diversely activated ventricular scar region characterizes and differentiates the diastolic path of VT and represents protected tissue channels devoid of side branches. Intraoperative bipolar electrogram (BiEGM) activation and entropy maps were obtained during sinus rhythm in 17 patients with ischemic cardiomyopathy and compared with diastolic activation paths of VT (total of 39 VTs). Mathematical modeling of a zigzag main channel with side branches was also used to further validate structural representation of low entropy in the ventricular scar. A median of one region per patient (range: 1-2 regions) was identified in sinus rhythm, in which BiEGM with the latest mean activation time and adjacent minimum entropy were assembled together in a high-activation dispersion region. These regions accurately recognized diastolic paths of 34 VTs, often to multiple inducible VTs within a single individual arrhythmogenic region. In mathematical modeling, side branching from the main channel had a strong influence on the BiEGM composition along the main channel. The BiEGM obtained from a long unbranched channel had the lowest entropy compared with those with multiple side branches. In conclusion, among a population of multicomponent sinus electrograms, those that demonstrate low entropy and are delayed colocalize to critical long-protected channels of VT. This information is pertinent for planning VT ablation in sinus rhythm. NEW & NOTEWORTHY Entropy is a measure to quantify breakdown in information. Electrograms from a protected tissue channel can only possess a few states in their voltage and thus less information. In contrast, current-load interactions from side branches in unprotected channels introduce a number of dissimilar voltage deflections and thus high information. We compare here a mapping approach based on entropy against a rigorous reference standard of activation mapping during VT and entropy was assessed in sinus rhythm.